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 Historical Literacy Project 


Unit Title: Westward Expansion


Designed by:  Michelle Harris, Amy Hampton and Clarissa Stevenson


District:  Smyrna and Indian River




Content Area:  Social Studies

Grade Level(s):  8th grade


____________________________________________________________


Summary of Unit: Students develop research skills through brainstorming, investigating and completing the steps of a research project or paper. Topics need to be related to Westward Expansion. They can be student choice or chosen from the topic selection handout. They will complete a process paper to show mastery of the unit. 


Stage 1 – Desired Results


What students will know, do, and understand

____________________________________________________________


Delaware Content Standards 


History Standard Two 6-8a:  Students will master the basic research skills necessary to conduct an independent investigation of historical phenomena.


Big Idea


Investigation


Unit Enduring Understanding


Students will understand that the sources one uses to support conclusions about the past vary greatly in quality and need to be critically interrogated for credibility, purpose, perspective, and point of view.


Unit Essential Questions


How do you conduct a research project?


Knowledge and Skills 

Students will know…


· Analysis


· Research


· Historical sources (primary and secondary)



Students will be able to…


· Analyze, access, manage, integrate, evaluate and create information in a variety of forms and media


· Understand, manage, and create effective oral, written, or multimedia communication


· Locate appropriate resources


Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence


(Design Assessments To Guide Instruction)

Suggested Performance/Transfer Task


Essential Question Addressed: How do you conduct a research project?


Prior Knowledge: Delaware Recommended Curriculum Historical Research unit


Scenario:
Students will be assigned the task of conducting a research project on a Westward Expansion topic of their choice.  They will be presented with detailed lessons to guide them through the steps needed to complete an accurate, detailed, and appropriate product. To determine whether or not they have grasped the essential question, the students will be required to complete a process paper. The process paper will determine whether or not they have mastered the necessary skills to be able to complete a research project or paper independently.




Final Product:
 A process paper is a description of no more than 500 words explaining how you conducted your research and created and developed your product.




Be sure to include these items in your process paper: 


· A title page is required as the first page of written material.  Include name, date and period.  


· First section should explain how you chose your topic.


· Second section should explain how you conducted your research.


Rubric(s) 


		Scoring Category

		Score Point 3

		Score Point 2

		Score Point 1



		Process paper explains how your topic was chosen

		The explanation is well developed

		The explanation is partially developed

		The explanation is minimally developed



		Process paper explains how research was conducted

		The explanation is well developed and reflects an effective research strategy

		The explanation is partially developed and/or reflects a somewhat effective research strategy

		The explanation is minimally developed and/or reflects an ineffective research strategy



		Uses content-appropriate vocabulary in order to demonstrate understanding 

		Content-appropriate vocabulary is well developed and evident

		Some evidence of content-appropriate vocabulary usage

		Minimal evidence of content-appropriate vocabulary usage





Total Score: _______


Other Evidence 

· Completed westward expansion research project


Student Self-Assessment and Reflection 

· Research log


· Westward expansion process paper


Stage 3 – Learning Plan


(Design learning activities to align with Stage 1 and Stage 2 expectations)


   Lesson # 1


The Task at Hand


Michelle Harris and Amy Hampton


Lesson Description: 


Students will be introduced to the westward expansion project, have time to choose their topic and begin the brainstorming process.


Time Required: 


1 class period


Essential Question Addressed: 


How do you determine whether or not a research topic is appropriate?


Enduring Understanding: 


Some topics in history lend themselves better to research than others.  Some are too broad while others are too narrow.


Materials: 


Handout 1: Project Requirement Sheet


Handout 2: Topic Selection Chart


Handout 3: Westward Expansion Topic List


Textbook


Exit tickets


Procedures:


1. Open with a class brainstorming session on what a research paper/ project is (5min). Answers should be recorded on the board, overhead or chart paper.


2. Once the students have a basic understanding of what research means, introduce the research project/paper assignment and pass out and review the Project Requirement Sheet (Handout 1) with the class. Give students time to clarify any questions they have.  


3. After all questions have been answered, pass out the Topic Selection Chart (Handout 2).  To start reviewing the chart the teacher should provide a research topic for Row 1. The class should then work together, using their textbooks, to complete the first row of the chart.  During this time model how to choose an acceptable research topic by discussing and providing examples on how to determine if a topic is too narrow or too broad.


4. Students will use the remainder of class to choose topics they are interested in using for their project by completing Handout 2. Students should use classroom materials to aid in topic selection. Suggestions are found on Handout 3: Westward Expansion Topic List.


Debrief: During the last 5 minutes of class, students should choose a topic and defend their selection on an exit ticket. The teacher will review all exit tickets to determine if selected topics are acceptable, then provide 2 -3 suggestions, if necessary, for new topics after ticket is reviewed.


Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”): 

Completed exit ticket


  Lesson # 2


Steps to Completing a Research Project


Clarissa Stevenson


Lesson Description: 


Students will learn the steps to the research process.


Time Required:  


5-7 one-hour class periods


Essential Question Addressed: 


How do I research a historical topic?  


Enduring Understanding: 


When conducting research, it is important to follow specific procedures to understand, manage, and create effective written communication.


Materials: 


Learning Log or Journal


Handout 4: The Research Process


Handout 5: Organizing an Outline


Handout 6: Peer Editing Checklist 


Handout 7:  Steps Scramble

Other Materials: poster paper, markers, construction paper, glue, 


Procedures: 


1. Direct the focus of the lesson by having students record the lesson essential question          (How do I research a historical topic?) in their notebook. 


2. In small groups, students activate prior knowledge by completing a word splash about the concept of research.  Record the word “research” in the center of poster paper/on the board.  Encourage students to write words they associate with the concept around the paper/board.  Students should record the word splash in their learning log/journal (they will add to it later).  


3. Give students a copy of Handout 4:The Research Process. They should complete the first part, Step 1—Topic Selection, based on the topic they chose during Lesson 1.


4. If students are completing a research paper they will focus their research by    completing Step 2a—Thesis Statement.  A thesis statement sums up the main idea of the entire paper, so often students will adjust the thesis after most of the actual research is done in Step 4.  Choose a section from the class textbook and ask students to create thesis statements based on the chosen reading selection.  Students should record the title of the section and their thesis statements in their learning logs/journals.  For example, a section on the Effects of the French and Indian War may have the following as the thesis statement: Britain’s victory in the French and Indian War marked the end of the French empire in North America.  The thesis for the section entitled Washington Takes Office would be: As the nation’s first President, George Washington faced many economic & political challenges.  If students are completing a research project they will focus their research by completing Step 2b—Project Selection. During this time the students will write down the pros and cons of completing a PowerPoint, Pamphlet, and Poster. They will use this information to determine which type of research project they will be creating. If the students would like to propose a different type of project they may also use this time to write up a proposal explaining how their choice will better represent the information they will be researching.  


5. Students Think-Pair-Share brainstorming ideas for Step 3—Sources.  Begin by having students independently (Think) list in their learning log/journal all of the possible books, websites, periodicals, organizations, reference works, biographies, and individuals they may find useful when conducting their research.  Students reflect on a classmate’s list (Pair), offering suggestions.  Finally, students report out to the whole class (Share) a few of their ideas, adding to their original lists as others share.


6. Step 4—Research (Notes & Outlines)  Notes: Students gather their resources and begin taking notes.  Introduce the three types of note cards( direct quotation (repeats the exact wording of a source); paraphrase (states an idea expressed in a source, but in different words); and summary (a shortened statement of an idea in a source).  Assign the students a section from the class textbook and ask them to complete one example of each note-taking type.  Review several examples to make sure they understand the difference.  Outlines: Have students organize their notes according to topics and subtopics.  Model this for them by having them complete Handout 5: Organizing an Outline.  Check responses to the handout, then have students organize their own notes.  Allow the students to check over each other’s organization and offer suggestions.


7. Students use all of their notes and their outline to complete Step 5—Research Completion (Rough, Edit, Final). Students then pair up to complete Handout 6: Peer Editing Checklist.  Using the notes/suggestions from the editing checklist, students complete a final draft of their research project or paper.  


8. Students work in pairs to complete Handout 7: Steps Scramble.  Cut out the strips, organize the strips in the correct order, glue on construction paper.


Debrief:   Return to the word splash created at the beginning of the lesson (Step 3).  In a different writing utensil, or a different color of ink, record new terms/phrases dealing with research that were taught or introduced during the lesson.  


Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”):  Students will record an extended response to the following question: How might you conduct research about your favorite president?  Extended responses should be scored using the DE SS 2-point rubric. 

 Lesson # 2 (Differentiated)


Steps to Completing a Research Project


Michelle Harris


Lesson Description:


 This lesson can be used in place of “Lesson 2” above if the students are already proficient in the research process, and have completed a similar group of lessons to lesson 2a. 


In this mini-lesson the students will review how to select a topic, plan out the project, gather, sort, and sift through information, and focus on different research techniques that can be used to complete a research project. 


Time Required: 


1 class period


Essential Question Addressed: 


What steps should I complete to conduct research?


Enduring Understanding: 


When conducting research, it is important to follow specific procedures to understand, manage, and create effective written communication.


Materials: 


Research Steps at a Glance PPT


Chosen Topic from Lesson One


KWL Chart


Notebook Paper/Notebook


Procedures: 


1. Direct the focus of the lesson by having students record the lesson essential question          (How do I research a historical topic?) in their notebook. 


2. In small groups, students activate prior knowledge by completing a word splash about the concept of research.  Record the word “research” in the center of poster paper/on the board.  Encourage students to write words they associate with the concept around the paper/board.  Students should record the word splash in their learning notebook (they will add to it later).  


3. Next the students should turn to a blank page of their notebook and title it: “Research Steps at a Glance”. While they are preparing their notebooks, display the PPT: Research Steps at a Glance up on the board. As you guide students through the PPT have them respond to the different questions and activities. 

Debrief: Return to the word splash created at the beginning of the lesson.  In a different writing utensil, or a different color of ink, record new terms/phrases dealing with research that were taught or introduced during the lesson.  

Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”): 

Exit Ticket: Students should create an exit ticket that declares what type of project or paper they are intending to create to complete the assignment


Lesson # 3


Completing a Process Paper


Michelle Harris, Amy Hampton, Clarissa Stevenson


Lesson Description: 


Students will review the steps to writing a process paper.  


Time Required: 


1-2 class period(s)


Essential Question Addressed: 


How do you conduct a research project ?


Enduring Understanding: 


Research takes many steps to complete.  All steps should be followed in order to fully investigate a topic.


Materials: 


Handout 8: Process Paper Guideline Sheet


Handout 9: Process Paper Examples


Student Research Log


Exit ticket


Procedures: 


1. The teacher should lead off class by writing the following question on the board: “What did I do when I researched my topic”? Use collaborative pairs to have students discuss what they did with their neighbor. Allow 2 minutes for discussion then have the different pairs share one example with the class. Record their responses on the board.


2. Next, pass out and review Handout 4: Process Paper Guideline Sheet with the class.  Examples of process papers (Handout 5) should also be reviewed with the class. 


3. Students should then work on outlining the steps they took while researching.  This outline will be used to help construct their process paper.  


4. Students will use the remaining time to write their papers.


Debrief:  Students will complete an exit ticket by answering the following question:  Why is it important to understand the process of researching a topic?


Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”): 

Completed  Process paper and exit ticket


Resources and Teaching Tips (Consider the two questions below when completing this section.)


· What text/print/media/kit/web resources best support this unit?


· Students textbooks


· Web search engines (Google, Library of Congress, PBS.com, National Archives


· Library print sources (various depending on student topics)


· What tips to teachers of the unit can you offer about likely rough spots/student misunderstandings and performance weaknesses, and how to troubleshoot those issues? Be especially mindful to identify any misconceptions that students are likely to have as they enter this unit and that might interfere with their learning. 


· Student misconceptions might occur when they are completing their process paper. Some might write about their selected topic and not the steps they used to complete the research.

· Students might not use enough sources to fully investigate their topic.


· Some students might have difficulty choosing a topic that is acceptable.  This problem will be the solved through the exit tickets on Day 1, at which time the teacher can suggest a more appropriate topic.


· Many students at this age struggle with completing a Thesis, and rarely understand that it able to be changed. They may need extra help during this section of Lesson 2.


Handout 2: Topic Selection Chart


		Topic

		Is there enough information?

		Is there too much information?



		Example:  




		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		





Handout : 3


Westward Expansion Topics


1. Gold Rush (Reasons to Go)


2. Gold Rush (Life at the Mines)


3. Covered Wagons


4. Stagecoach


5. Cumberland Gap


6. Oregon Trail


7. Santa Fe Trail


8. Mormon Trail


9. California Trail


10.  Applegate Trail


11.  Cherokee Trail


12.  Chisolm Trail


13.  Overland Trail


14.  Trail of Tears


15.  Native American Relocation


16. Forts of the Old West


17.  US-Mexican War (Causes)


18.  Battle of the Alamo


19.  US-Mexican War (Outcome)


20.  Pioneer Life


21.  Pony Express


22.  Railroads of the Old West


23.  Lewis and Clark


24.  Louisiana Purchase


25.  Donner Party


26.  Stephens-Townsend-Murphy Party


27.  Famous Gunslingers (How they affected the West)


Handout 4: The Research Process


Step 1—Topic Selection {Lesson 1}


My topic is…


Step 2—Thesis statement


Step 3—Sources 


Possible sources for my topic include…


Step 4—Research 


Notes( Index Cards or Graphic Organizers


Outline(  My subtopics include…


Step 5—Write Paper (Rough, Edit, & Final)


Rough Draft: Completed on _______________


Editing:  Completed on ___________________


Final Draft: Completed on ________________

Handout 5: Organizing an Outline


(adapted from Writing Research Reports for Social Studies, McDougal Littell)

Read each of the following statements pertaining to the War of 1812 and decide if the statement is a topic (T) or subtopic (S).   


_____  impressment


_____  peace treaty


_____  national pride and independence


_____  causes of the war


_____  problems with Native Americans


_____  U.S. victories


_____  positive trade relationship with Britain


_____  results of the war


_____  British victories


_____  battles and events of the war


_____  trade conflicts with Europe


Now complete the following organizer with the statements above.


War of 1812


Topic: ____________________________________


Subtopic:  _________________________________


Subtopic:  _________________________________


Subtopic:  _________________________________


Topic: ____________________________________


Subtopic:  _________________________________


Subtopic:  _________________________________


Subtopic:  _________________________________


Topic: ____________________________________


Subtopic:  _________________________________


Subtopic:  _________________________________


Subtopic:  _________________________________

Handout 6: Peer Editing Checklist


Writer:





Reviewer:







Paper Topic:












The point of peer review is to get another person’s opinion about our writing.  This can feel uncomfortable at first, but it is a very valuable tool in the process of editing/revising.  We almost always miss problem areas in our own writing that someone else may find.  Remember—none of us are perfect.  Two pairs of eyes are better than one!


1. First, read through the entire paper. Choose Yes / No for the following questions.


Is there a thesis statement in the introduction?

Yes

No

Is there a restated thesis in the conclusion?

Yes

No

Are all the paragraphs on topic?



Yes

No

Does every paragraph have a topic sentence?

Yes

No

Does every paragraph have a conclusion sentence?
Yes

No

2. Next, read each sentence individually.  If you see an error, cross through it and write the correction above.  Look for the following errors:


a. Misspelled words and common errors like there, their, and they’re or its  


and it’s


b. Run-on sentences and fragments…remember every sentence needs a   


subject and a verb!!


c. Appropriate punctuation.  (Do the sentences have periods or question 


marks like they should?  Make sure commas and semicolons are in the right places.) 


d. Subject/verb agreement (singular noun with plural verb or vice-versa)

3. Then, read through the whole thing again.  Keep your eyes peeled for any errors you may have missed the first time.  Then, on the back of this paper, write three things you think are good about the paper and three suggestions for improving the paper.  Consider:


· Does everything make sense?


· Is there any figurative language? (where could there be?)


· Is it in a logical order?


· Is the introduction ‘catchy’?


· Do any details need to be elaborated? (be specific – which ones?)

(When the peer-editing time is over, you will quietly discuss your observations with the writer.  Be honest!!  The more honest you are about your questions, the more help you are able to offer your partner.  Remember, you are not trying to hurt anyone’s feelings, but you shouldn’t ignore problem areas in the writing.  When it is your turn, you should accept your partner’s constructive criticism without becoming defensive.  This will only make your writing better! 


Peer Editing: Commendations and Suggestions


Three things that were good about this paper:


1.  























________________________________________________


2. 























________________________________________________


3. 























________________________________________________


Three suggestions I have for improvement:


1. 























________________________________________________


2. 























________________________________________________


3. 























________________________________________________

Self-Reflection on Peer Editing


Use the rubric for your paper to decide if you have clearly communicated each area. Then, reflect on your understanding of organizing and developing your writing. 


A. What writing skills do you understand best? What are you most comfortable with?


B. What don’t you understand as well? On what areas do you feel like you could use more instruction?

Handout 7: Steps Scramble


Cut out the following strips of paper.  Arrange the strips in order of the steps to conduct research, then glue them in order on the construction paper.

===============================================================


Edit the rough draft.  Identify and change spelling and grammatical errors.  Also correct sentence structure.


===============================================================


Select your research topic.  Evaluate possible topics by determining if there is enough or too much information available.


===============================================================


Write the final draft of your research paper.  Make sure you follow all guidelines regarding assembly and presentation of the final draft.


===============================================================


Create a thesis statement.  Check to make sure it gives the reader a clear focus of your topic.


===============================================================


Take notes on your topic.  Remember to paraphrase what others have written.  Be sure to include the information you need for your bibliography.  You may choose to record notes on index cards, or on a graphic organizer.  


===============================================================


Create a list of all of your possible sources to use to research your topic.  Include a variety of sources.


===============================================================


Organize your notes in an outline.  Identify 3-4 subtopics and include details for each. 


===============================================================


Write a rough draft of your research paper.  Focus on getting your thoughts down in complete sentences and in an organized fashion.


===============================================================


Handout 8


Process Paper Guidelines


This paper introduces your topic, explains how you developed your entry, and documents your research. The process paper contains two parts: the title page and a research description.


The process paper must be typed on plain white paper and stapled in the top left corner.  It should be assembled in the following order: title page, research description, and annotated bibliography.  Do not enclose the process paper in a cover or binder.


Title Page


The title page includes the title of the project, and the name of the student who developed the project. Do not include any additional information or illustrations on the title page.  It is important to come up with a good title for your project.  A good title will quickly introduce your topic, and it will help the viewer understand your point of view.  


For example, a title for an entry about Clara Ueland could be:


A Force for Higher Civilization:


Clara Ueland and the Fight for Women’s Voting Rights in Minnesota


This title explains the topic and also gives a sense of the argument that Clara Ueland and other suffragists used to argue for their right to vote.


Research Description


The research description is not a summary of the topic.  It is an essay of no more than 500 words explaining how you selected the topic and conducted your research. The research description should conclude with a paragraph describing why it is important in history.


The research description should include the following two sections: (1) explain how you chose your topic and (2) explain how you conducted your research. 


Paragraph 1:


Introduce your topic in the first paragraph and explain the process for choosing it.  Did you begin by researching a broader topic and then narrow to your current topic? What sparked your interest in the topic?  Did you have a friend, family member, or teacher help you decide?  Maybe you saw a television program on your topic?  Did you learn about it in a current or previous history class? 


Paragraph 2:


Explain how you conducted your research in the second paragraph.  What process did you use?  Where did you go to find your sources?  Did you visit a major library?  Did you conduct any interviews?  What sources were most useful?  What problems did you encounter in your quest to find sources?


Rubric 


		Scoring Category

		Score Point 3

		Score Point 2

		Score Point 1



		Process paper explains how your topic was chosen

		The explanation is well developed

		The explanation is partially developed

		The explanation is minimally developed



		Process paper explains how research was conducted

		The explanation is well developed and reflects an effective research strategy

		The explanation is partially developed and/or reflects a somewhat effective research strategy

		The explanation is minimally developed and/or reflects an ineffective research strategy



		Uses content-appropriate vocabulary in order to demonstrate understanding 

		Content-appropriate vocabulary is well developed and evident

		Some evidence of content-appropriate vocabulary usage

		Minimal evidence of content-appropriate vocabulary usage





Total Score: _______
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Research Steps at a Glance

Completing a Research Project







   Topic :     The 5 steps to completing your research project. 

        

Questioning

        

Planning

        

Gathering

        

Sorting and Sifting



Synthesizing







   Step One : Questioning

  

Identify your topic before starting!



 Brainstorm about your topic.  



		Write down everything you already know.





b. Make a list of questions that you hope 

to learn during your research.



Good Question Starters:

Who, What, Where, Why, When and How       









DON’T  FORGET 



When choosing a topic it is important to determine if there is going to be enough information.  You also have to be careful that your topic doesn’t contain too much information.



When you start gathering information take time to broaden or narrow down your topic as needed.

   Tidbit : Questioning







   Step Two : Planning

  Ask yourself the following questions:



1. What type of project are you going to create?



2. How long do you have to complete the task?



3. Where should you look for information?



4. How many sources should you use?



5. What materials will you need?









   Answer the Questions : Planning

  

   Write down the answers to your questions:



1. Project Ideas (PowerPoint, Pamphlet, Book, etc)



2. You will  have 5 days to complete research and put 

     your project together.



3. Information can be found at the library, on the 

    computer, in your textbook, and encyclopedias.



4. Use at least 3 sources.



5. The materials you need will depend on which 

    project you have chosen to complete.









   Step Three : Gathering

  

What types of sources should you use?



		Always use a variety of sources.



(e.g. internet, magazine, textbook)



2. Try to use primary sources.

(e.g. diary, interview, autobiography)



3. Make sure your internet sites are credible. 



4. If time allows email an expert.









   Class Activity : Gathering

  

What types of sources should you use?



		 Write down 1-2 websites you have used to 



complete previous activities or research.



2. On the teachers command, turn to your 

neighbor and share the websites you have used.

Discuss why they would or would not be credible.



Share thoughts with the class.       









   Step Four : Sorting + Shifting

  

Decide how you are going to sort the information.



		Sort your information into categories 



or chronological order.



2. Eliminate information that does not 

answer your questions.



3. Eliminate information that is repetitious.











   Your Turn : Sorting + Shifting

  

Decide how you are going to sort the information.



		  Turn back to your brainstorming page and 



     sort your information into categories 

     or chronological order.



2.  Eliminate information that does not cover

     the questions you want answered.



3.  Eliminate information that is repetitious.





   Your Turn : Sorting + Shifting







   Step Five : Synthesizing

  



  



Creating your Research Project



Now its time to take all of your information 

and put it together into one report. 









Don’t start the final copy yet… first complete a 

Rough Draft, Sketch, or Outline.











